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Molecular implementation of simple logic programs
Tom Ran1, Shai Kaplan2,3 and Ehud Shapiro1,2 *
Autonomous programmable computing devices made of biomolecules could interact with a biological environment and be
used in future biological and medical applications1–7.
Biomolecular implementations of ﬁnite automata8,9 and logic
gates4,10–13 have already been developed14–18. Here, we report
an autonomous programmable molecular system based on the
manipulation of DNA strands that is capable of performing
simple logical deductions. Using molecular representations of
facts such as Man(Socrates) and rules such as Mortal(X)
Man(X) (Every Man is Mortal), the system can answer molecular queries such as Mortal(Socrates)? (Is Socrates Mortal?) and
Mortal(X)? (Who is Mortal?). This biomolecular computing
system compares favourably with previous approaches in
terms of expressive power, performance and precision2,4,8,9,11,12,19. A compiler translates facts, rules and queries
into their molecular representations and subsequently operates
a robotic system that assembles the logical deductions and delivers the result. This prototype is the ﬁrst simple programming
language with a molecular-scale implementation.
Our logic system consists of propositions, implications and
queries, represented by short DNA molecules, some single-stranded
and some double-stranded, as shown in Fig. 1a. A proposition p,
such as ‘Socrates is a Man’, is represented by a double-stranded
(ds) DNA molecule with a sticky end representing p on one end
and a ﬂuorophore (a ﬂuorescent molecule) with a matching
quencher (a molecule that absorbs excitation energy from a ﬂuorophore) at its other end. A query p?, such as ‘Is Socrates a Man?’, is
represented by a dsDNA molecule with a sticky end complementary
to the representation of p and a recognition site (marked light red)
for the restriction enzyme FokI. A molecular query p? can be positively answered by the molecular proposition p, because they have
complementary sticky ends, as shown in Fig. 1b. The sticky end of
the query molecule q? hybridizes with that of the proposition molecule q. FokI is attracted to its recognition site on the query (before
hybridization or possibly following it) and cleaves the proposition
molecule q. This results in the separation of its remaining sense
and antisense strands, which in turn abolishes the quenching of the
green ﬂuorophore, allowing the ﬂuorophore to emit green light in
response to light excitation. This green emission can be interpreted
by an outside observer as a positive response to the query.
An implication p q (for example ‘Socrates is Mortal if Socrates
is a Man’) is represented by a hairpin single-stranded (ss) DNA with
three components: a sticky end representing the proposition p, a
segment complementary to the representation of q and a segment
that together with an auxiliary complementary strand forms a
recognition site for FokI. The implication p q can be used to
reduce the query p? to the query q?, meaning that to positively
answer p? it sufﬁces to positively answer q? This query reduction
is justiﬁed by the deduction rule modus ponens, which states that
from q and the implication p q one can deduce p. The reduction,
shown in Fig. 1c, proceeds at the molecular level as follows: the

sticky end of the query molecule p? hybridizes with that of the
implication molecule p q, FokI is attracted to its recognition
site in the query and cleaves the implication molecule, releasing a
ssDNA that hybridizes with the auxiliary strand to form the new
query molecule q?.
We illustrate the richness of the molecular logic system by using
it to implement simple logic programs. Logic programming20,21 is an
approach to computer programming that uses a subset of ﬁrst-order
logic as a programming language. Logic programming has applications in artiﬁcial intelligence research22, natural language processing23,24 and concurrent programming25. Logic programming
inspired several designs for DNA-based inference systems14,15,17,18,
including an example of laboratory-scale DNA computing with a
human-assisted protocol16. These implementations of propositional
logic programs were considered a stepping stone to predicate logic,
which has the computation power of a Turing machine26,27. Here, we
focus on logic programs with unary predicates and simple implications, examples of which are shown in Fig. 2a.
The facts depicted in Fig. 2a, such as Man(Socrates) and
Philosopher(Plato), are a means of stating that certain properties
(for example, being a Man or being a Philosopher) hold for
certain individuals (for example, Socrates, Plato). Universal rules
of the form Mortal(X) Man(X) state that certain facts (for
example, Man(Socrates)) imply other facts (for example,
Mortal(Socrates)). Such a universal rule can be thought of as a shorthand for all its instances, including Mortal(Socrates)
Man(Socrates) and Mortal(Plato) Man(Plato). Queries are also
shown in Fig. 2a. A query of the form Man(Plato)? asks whether
the individual Plato has the property of being a Man. The molecular
representation of such facts, rules and queries is shown in Fig. 2a,
and is derived from their translation to propositional logic, and
the molecular representation of propositional logic discussed
above. Logic program facts such as Man(Socrates) are translated
to propositional implications ‘Man(X)’ ‘X ¼ Socrates’, logic
program rules are translated to their corresponding implications,
and logic program queries such as Mortal(Socrates)? are translated
to a combination of the propositional assumption ‘X ¼ Socrates’
and the query ‘Mortal(X)’? Using this representation it is possible
to encode facts with the same property but different individuals,
such as Man(Plato) and Man(Achilles), as well as facts with different
properties but the same individual, such as Man(Plato) and
Philosopher(Plato).
A logic program is a ﬁnite set of facts and rules. A query is
answered by a logic program by determining whether the query is
a logical consequence of the program. Logical consequences are
obtained by applying deduction rules, and our basic step of
logical deduction is query reduction. An example of answering
the query Man(Plato)? with the fact Man(Plato) is shown in full
molecular-level detail in Fig. 2b. The query ‘Man(X)’? is ﬁrst
reduced to the query ‘X ¼ Plato’?, which is then answered positively
using the assumption ‘X ¼ Plato’, previously supplied as part of the
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Figure 1 | Molecular implementation of propositional logic statements and deductions. a, A proposition p is represented by a dsDNA molecule with a
4-nucleotide sticky end. A query p? is represented by a dsDNA molecule with two components: a 5-nucleotide recognition site (marked red) for the
restriction enzyme FokI and a 4-nucleotide sticky end that is complementary to the representation of p. An implication p q is represented by a hairpin
ssDNA with three components: a 4-nucleotide sticky end representing the proposition p, a 4-nucleotide section complementary to the representation of q
and a 5-nucleotide section, that together with a corresponding auxiliary strand, forms a recognition site for FokI. b, The proposition q can be used to answer
the query q? positively as follows: the query molecule q? hybridizes with the proposition molecule q and attracts FokI to its recognition site, which in turn
cleaves the molecule q, causing the separation of the remaining sense and antisense strands, which in turn abolishes the quenching of the green ﬂuorophore
by the quencher, causing the ﬂuorophore to emit green light in response to light excitation. This green emission can be interpreted by an outside observer as
a positive answer to the query. c, The implication p q can be used to reduce the query p? to the query q?. The reduction is justiﬁed by the deduction rule
modus ponens, which states that from q and p q one can deduce p. The sticky ends of the molecules p? and p q hybridize, FokI is attracted to its
recognition site in the query molecule and cleaves the implication molecule p q, releasing a ssDNA that, together with the auxiliary strand, forms the new
query molecule q?.

query. The ﬁnal results of 12 biochemical reactions of various
combinations of queries and facts are depicted in Fig. 2c. The
dynamics of these reactions is shown in Fig. 2d.
A more elaborate deduction is shown in Fig. 3, with the molecular details comprising 20 basic bimolecular steps omitted
(a complete illustration of the molecular interactions of this deduction is given in Supplementary Fig. S1). The molecular query
Mortal(Plato)? is answered positively from a molecular logic
program containing molecules representing the rules Mortal(X)
Man(X), Man(X) Greek(X), and the fact Greek(Plato), as
well as spurious rules and facts, as shown in Fig. 3b. The major
logical steps of the molecular deduction process are shown in
Fig. 3a. The results of molecular deductions of various logic programs with various queries are shown in Fig. 3b, attesting to the
robustness of the molecular implementation. The kinetics of the
deduction process is shown in Fig. 3c. Such a cascading of
computational steps is possible only when the inputs and outputs
of each step are of the same type. Cascading of molecular computations has previously been shown by Seelig and colleagues4. Their
system consists of DNA logic gates that require hours per logic
gate operation, and the time per operation increases when
2

operations are cascaded. In contrast, our system has a half time of
3 min per logical deduction, and deductions do not slow down
measurably when cascaded. In addition, our molecular implementation maintains efﬁcient digital behaviour, exhibiting very low
signal leakage and keeping a high signal yield and strength when
cascaded, eliminating the need for signal restoration thresholds
and ampliﬁer gates to protect against noise, signal loss and leaky
reactions as needed in earlier systems4,12. To demonstrate these
features of our system, we designed a simple four-step cascaded
deduction experiment. The computation completes with a half
time of 2 min, or 30 s per deduction (see Supplementary
Fig. S2). Moreover, the cascading signal does not slow down signiﬁcantly or decay during the deduction process. Our system is
designed so that each query molecule has the potential to cleave
indeﬁnitely its corresponding rule molecules without undergoing
any change and without requiring an external energy supply28,
and therefore a small percentage of the cleaving molecules can
cleave almost all of their target molecules.
A query such as Mortal(Plato)? asks about a speciﬁc individual,
in this case Plato, and the answer can either be ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. More
generally, the existential query Mortal(X)? asks Who is Mortal?
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Figure 2 | Molecular implementation of simple logic programs. a, Facts, rules and queries and their molecular implementation. Facts such as Man(Plato)
(Plato is a Man) are implemented by the propositional implication ‘Man(X)’ ‘X ¼ Plato’, logic program rules such as Mortal(X) Man(X) are implemented
by the corresponding implications, and logic program queries such as Mortal(Plato)? are implemented by adding as assumption the proposition ‘X ¼ Plato’
and making the propositional query ‘Mortal(X)’?, as further explained and justiﬁed in the text. b, Answering the logic program query Man(X)? using the logic
program in a. The query ‘Man(X)’? is ﬁrst reduced to the query ‘X ¼ Plato’?, which is positively answered by the corresponding proposition previously added
as an assumption. c, Each molecular logic program was queried as depicted in the table. Each lane of the capillary gel electrophoresis presents the correct
expected ‘No’ or ‘Yes’ answer (an uncleaved 26 nucleotide DNA strand or a cleaved 17 nucleotide DNA strand, respectively). d, Kinetics of the deduction
process showing that answers are deduced in about one minute.

(more precisely, is there an X that is Mortal?), and ideally should be
answered with the list of individuals who are Mortal, if there are any,
or ‘No’ otherwise. This type of query is an exception that uses a
single variable that can receive multiple bindings. We implement
existential queries by adding to the propositional query
‘Mortal(X)’? several assumptions, ‘X ¼ Plato’, ‘X ¼ Socrates’, and so
on, one for each relevant individual. In order to know which
individual participated in successful deductions at the molecular
level we tag each such assumption molecule with a different
unique ﬂuorescent colour. Thus, for each individual that forms an
answer to such an existential query we observe a rise in ﬂuorescent

intensity in its associated colour. This is demonstrated by running
the molecular logic program depicted in Fig. 4 against the queries
‘Who is suitable for the army?’ and ‘Who is suitable for the
academy?’ The computation is depicted in Fig. 4 and involves
more than 70 different molecular species (this deduction is shown
in full molecular detail in Supplementary Fig. S3).
Query reduction works top down from rules to facts. An alternative deduction method works bottom up, deducing new facts from
known facts and checking from time to time if a fact corresponding
to the query is deduced. Our system is also capable of bottom-up
deduction, as shown in Fig. 5. Our bottom-up system is not
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Figure 3 | Long deductions. a, Answering whether Plato is Mortal, showing fewer molecular details compared to Fig. 2b. b, Multiple logic programs and
queries were tested. When one of the required rules is absent (lanes 1, 2, 3, 4, 10) or one of the required fact molecules is absent (lanes 5, 8, 9) the answer
is ‘No’. When all rule molecules and the required fact molecule are present the answer is ‘Yes’ (lanes 6, 7, 11). c, Kinetics of the deduction process.

restricted to rules with a single condition and allows conjunction of
conditions in a rule, and as such is logically more powerful than our
top-down implementation. Our example, adapted from Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs29, includes the rule that a person is happy if he
or she has love and money. We tested a program comprised of
the rule In_love(X) & Has_Money(X)!Happy(X) and several combinations of the facts; Has_Money(Maslow), Has_Money(Freud),
In_love(Maslow) and In_love(Fromm). Only when the logic
program included all the factual conditions for Maslow to be
happy was the answer ‘Yes’. Other logic programs, which lacked
one of the facts required in order for the individual queried about
to be happy, resulted in negative answers, as shown in Fig. 5.
Using bottom-up deductions, our system design is complete, in
principle, for unary predicate logic with no function symbols (that
is, it can deduce any logical consequence of the program), up to a
certain limited number of predicate and constant symbols. The
practical limitation is the ability to encode the needed number of
predicate and constant symbols with the available short sequences
allowed by our design.
A key reason for choosing logic programming as a basis for biomolecular computing is its clear semantics, allowing its use as a
4

high-level programming language. A high-level language allows a
more abstract, intuitive and thus easier to use way of programming30. In the early computer days, programs were written in executable low-level machine or assembly languages. Later, compilers
were introduced, enabling translation of high-level language programs into their corresponding executable programs. We developed
a hybrid in silico/in vitro system that supports the creation and
execution of molecular logic programs in a fashion similar to electronic computers (see Supplementary Fig. S4); as in electronic computers, programming is done in a high-level language and then
translated by a compiler to create an executable program. All experiments described in this work were executed by this system.
Using this system one can specify logic programs with facts and
rules as well as various queries as a text ﬁle. A compiler translates
this logic program text into a molecular representation according
to the translations described above, by associating each symbol in
the program, that is, property or individual, with a unique 4-nucleotide sticky end of a DNA molecule from a predeﬁned 4-nucleotide
sticky library. The output of the compiler is the list of molecules
that constitute the molecular implementation of the logic program
as well as a robot control program that assembles these ‘software’
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Figure 4 | ‘Who is suitable for the army?’ and ‘Who is suitable for the academy?’. a, By adding several individual assumption molecules, each tagged with
a ﬂuorescent colour, each molecularly derived individual answer would result in a ﬂuorescent intensity rise in the individual’s colour. b, When the depicted
program was queried ToArmy(X)? the correct answers Socrates and Alexander were obtained and when queried ToAcademy(X)? the correct answers Alexander
and Hercules were obtained.

molecules together with the ‘hardware’ enzyme and buffer into one
dedicated well. Multiple logic programs can be compiled and executed simultaneously, each in a dedicated well. Following the biochemical reaction assembly, the 96-well plate is inserted into a

microplate reader that reads the ﬂuorescent output, followed by a
computational signal analysis that provides the query’s answer.
Essentially, if the solution in a well of a plate in which a molecular
deduction took place ‘glows’, then the answer for this deduction is
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Figure 5 | Bottom-up deductions. A person is happy if he or she has love and money (example adapted from Maslow’s hierarchy of needs29). Only when the
logic program includes all the factual conditions for Maslow to be happy was the answer ‘Yes’ (program 1). Logic programs lacking one of the facts required
for the individual to be happy resulted in negative answers (programs 2–5).

‘Yes’. This automated system provides a powerful tool to program
and execute molecular computations on a short timescale measured
in minutes. Our work demonstrates molecular execution of simple
logic programs based on speciﬁc coding of DNA strands and their
molecular manipulation.
Received 30 March 2009; accepted 1 July 2009;
published online 2 August 2009
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